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Abstract: The study of extreme events (EEs) in photonics has expanded significantly due to straight-
forward implementation conditions. EEs have not been discussed systematically, to the best of our
knowledge, in the chaotic dynamics of a Fabry–Perot laser with optical feedback, so we address this
in the current contribution. Herein, we not only find EEs in all modes but also divide the EEs in
total output into two categories for further discussion. The two types of EEs have similar statistical
features to conventional rogue waves. The occurrence probability of EEs undergoes a saturation
effect as the feedback strength increases. Additionally, we analyze the influence of feedback strength,
feedback delay, and pump current on the probability of EEs defined by two criteria of EEs and find
similar trends. We hope that this work contributes to a deep understanding and serves as inspiration
for further research into various multimode semiconductor laser systems.

Keywords: extreme event; chaotic; multimode; semiconductor laser; optical feedback

1. Introduction

For centuries, sailors have been telling stories of rogue waves appearing without
warning in the deep sea [1]. The waves, which are as high as mountains, are known to
destroy or engulf ships in an instant and then disappear without a trace. Early, rogue
waves only attracted the attention of the oceanographic community, and people hoped that
measures could be taken to reduce the loss after understanding the mechanism of such
catastrophic phenomena. Later, similar concepts were extended to other fields, including
tsunamis, earthquakes, supernovae, stock markets [2–5], etc. Rogue waves in optics are
also known as extreme events (EEs), specifically referring to the sudden occurrence of
high-amplitude pulses [6,7]. In 2007, Solli et al. compared the propagation of light fields in
fibers with the occurrence of rogue waves in the ocean and proposed the concept of optical
EEs, which opened a new field of research on EEs in optical systems [8–13].

In recent years, chaotic semiconductor lasers have been used as platforms for un-
derstanding, predicting, and controlling EEs due to their fast dynamic characteristics,
miniaturization, and ease of manipulation. The research on EEs in various chaotic semi-
conductor lasers is widely carried out. For example, Bosco et al. investigated EEs in
edge-emitting diode lasers with phase-conjugate feedback and revealed the time interval
between two EEs following two Poisson laws with different slopes [14]. Spitz et al. first
observed EEs in mid-infrared emitting quantum cascade lasers (the emitting wavelength
is 5.6 µm) with external optical feedback and obtained a pulse with controlled spacing
by adding a periodic modulation of the pumping current, which provides a possibility
to implement photonic biological neurons [15]. Coulibaly et al. monitored EEs emerging
in deterministic spatiotemporal chaos from a quasi-1D broad-area laser with a saturable
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absorber [16]. This study demonstrated how spatiotemporal extended intermittency in-
duces the generation of extreme events. Furthermore, Masoller et al. observed some
high-amplitude pulses in the deterministic nonlinearity based on an optically injected verti-
cal cavity surface emitting laser (VCSEL) [17], in which the probability density function
emerges with a long tail. More interestingly, Uy et al. found two types of EEs, i.e., vectorial
and scalar EEs, separately corresponding to the emission of EE in both linear polarizations
simultaneously and in single linear polarization, in the polarization dynamics of VCSELs
with optical feedback [18]. After introducing the spin degrees of freedom, Zeng et al. also
detected a new EE that only appears in total intensity in a free-running spin-VCSEL [19].
The exploration of EEs in multiple polarization chaotic semiconductor lasers significantly
advances their related fields.

In this paper, we numerically investigate the occurrence and evolution of EEs in the
chaotic output of a multimode Fabry–Perot (FP) laser with optical feedback. Benefiting
from multiple longitudinal lasing modes, Fabry–Perot lasers have been widely investigated
in different fields such as reinforcement learning [20], reservoir computing [21], secure
communications [22], and biological neurons [23]. As we know, the appearance of EEs in
the chaotic output may degrade the performance of the chaos-based applications mentioned
above. Given this, we here select an external-cavity FP laser as the chaotic source, explore
the possibility for EE appearance, and then analyze the evolution of EEs under various
parameter settings. Specifically, we classify the EEs in the total and individual mode output
and study their properties by varying several experimentally controllable parameters, i.e.,
feedback strength, feedback delay, and pump current, in virtue of two EE criteria.

2. Theoretical Model

Based on expanding Lang-Kobayashi equations [24], an FP laser subjected to optical
feedback can be described as [25,26]:

dEm(t)
dt

=
1
2
(1 + iα)

[
Gm(t)− γp

]
Em(t) + k f Em(t − τf ) exp(−iωmτf ), (1)

dN(t)
dt

=
I
e
− γeN(t)−

M

∑
m=1

Gm(t)|Em(t)|2, (2)

dN(t)
dt

=
I
e
− γeN(t)−

M

∑
m=1

Gm(t)|Em(t)|2, (3)

where the subscript m represents the mode number, M denotes the total number of the
longitudinal mode, and the central mode is designated as mc = 3. E(t) is the complex
electric field amplitude, N(t) is the carrier number, Gm(t) is the mode-dependent optical
gain, ∆ωL = 2π/τL is the longitudinal mode spacing, τL is the round-trip time of light in
an external cavity, ωm = ωc + (mc − m)∆ωL is the angle frequency, ∆ωg is the gain width
of the laser material, α is the linewidth enhancement factor, γp is the photon decay rate,
γe is the carrier decay rate, I is the pump current, s is the saturation compression factor, g
is the differential gain coefficient, and N0 is the transparency inversion. The last term of
Equation (1) illustrates the optical feedback effect, where the feedback parameters include
the feedback strength k f and the feedback delay τf .

The above differential equations are solved by the fourth-order Runge-Kutta algo-
rithm with a time step of 1 ps [27], according to the parameter setting in Refs. [25,26]:
α = 3.5, γp = 0.238 ps−1, γe = 0.621 ns−1, Ith = 19.8 mA, τL = 8.5 ps, ∆ωg = 2π × 10 THz,
s = 1 × 10−7, g = 3.2× 10−9 ps−1, N0 = 1.25× 108, M = 5. Our simulations are performed
with a time duration of 11 µs, and the relative number of EEs is calculated in the last
10 µs. To quantitatively distinguish EEs from all events, two common criteria are em-
ployed. One definition is the abnormality index (AI). The AI of event n can be defined as
AIn = H fn/H1/3, where H fn is the difference between the peak height of the event and
the mean height of all events in the time series and H1/3 is the average value of the first
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third of the highest values of H fn. Any event that yields an abnormality index greater than
2 is considered an EE [14,28–31]. Another threshold is defined as the average height of
pulses, ⟨H⟩, plus 5 times the standard deviation of the distribution of pulse height, σ. If the
height of an event exceeds the threshold, it is identified as an EE [29,31].

Moreover, we define the dominant mode ratio as the ratio of the dominant mode of
mode m over a long period. The dominant mode ratio DMRm for mode m is as follows [26]:

DMRm =
1
k

k

∑
j=1

Dm(j) (4)

where k stands for the total number of sample points corresponding to the time length.
Dm(j) = 1 when the intensity of mode m becomes dominant (the largest intensity among
all the modes) at the j-th sampling point, and Dm(j) = 0 otherwise.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Threshold Defined by the Abnormality Index

To begin with, we present a bifurcation diagram of the total intensity Itotal = IM1+ IM2
+IM3 + IM4 + IM5 of the FP laser with optical feedback (we place an optical fiber mirror
in front of the cavity of a free-running laser and cause the light field to be reflected back
into the cavity), as shown in Figure 1a. The corresponding results of the 0-1 test for chaos
(magenta line) and the threshold of AI = 2 (red line) are also plotted in Figure 1a. In fact, the
bifurcation results for Itotal , IM1, IM2, IM3,IM4, and IM5 are similar; therefore, only the total
intensity Itotal is displayed. Figure 1a illustrates that the FP laser follows the quasiperodic
dynamics of the chaos routine as the feedback strength increases. Moreover, we display
time series for the stable state, periodic (pulsing) state, and chaotic state in Figure 1(b1),
Figure 1(b2), and Figure 1(b3), respectively. From Figure 1a, one can find some extrema
occurring above the red line of the EE threshold we defined, which means that EEs are
triggered over a wide range of feedback strengths. This region typically exhibits chaotic
dynamics, as indicated by 0–1 test results approaching 1.
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Figure 1. (a) Bifurcation diagrams plotting extrema of the total intensity and the corresponding
results of the 0-1 test for chaos (the magenta line), where τf = 2 ns. (b) Intensity time series, where
(b1) k f = 3 ns−1, (b2) k f = 4 ns−1, and (b3) k f = 10 ns−1. The red line is the threshold of AI = 2.
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Next, we plot the typical chaotic time series of the FP laser in Figure 2(a1,a2), where
different colors correspond to different mode outputs and the dashed lines stand for the
threshold of AI = 2 in the corresponding time series. In this figure, we find that many pulses
in the chaos exceed the threshold and are thus strong enough to be considered as EEs in all
modes. Figure 2(b1,b2,c1,c2) display zooms of the time series of Itotal and IM1,M2,M3,M4,M5
with the EEs, marked by colored squares. Notably, we find an interesting phenomenon
where an EE occurs in Itotal , and simultaneously (their time separation is below 30 ps) an
EE may be triggered in the dominant mode. Here we give the classification criteria for the
following discussion: When an EE is only triggered in the total intensity but not in the
dominant mode, we classify it as type 1, as shown in Figure 2(b1,b2). In contrast, if an EE is
triggered in both the total intensity and the dominant mode simultaneously, it is classified
as type 2, as shown in Figure 2(c1,c2).

It is known that one typical feature of EEs is the long tail in the probability density func-
tion (PDF), which describes the probability of different pulse intensities [8,17]. In Figure 3a,
we plot the PDF of peak intensities in Itotal in log-scale. The function clearly deviates from
a Gaussian distribution at large intensity, similar to those trends in Refs. [18,19,30]. Besides,
we measure the waiting time between two consecutive EEs on the log-scale log(ti+1/ti),
as shown in Figure 3b. The two dashed fitting curves reveal that continuous EEs with
low and large time intervals follow two different Poisson laws with different slopes, in
which the optical feedback introduces a new law at short waiting times. It is also easily
understood that there are more EEs at higher feedback strengths, which leads to more EEs
and a significant increase in the slope at short waiting times [14]. Further, we also draw the
waiting time between two consecutive type 1 EEs [Figure 3c] or type 2 EEs [Figure 3d]. The
trends in Figure 3c,d are notably similar, though the count in the latter is higher due to the
greater number of type 2 EEs. Thus, we will investigate the numerical characteristics of
EEs below.
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Figure 2. (a1,a2) Intensity time series, where k f = 30 ns−1, τf = 2 ns. The dashed lines represent
the threshold of AI = 2. (b1,b2,c1,c2) Zoom of time series presented in panels (a1), and the colored
squares mark EEs in corresponding output.

In the optical feedback laser system, the feedback strength k f is a very critical parame-
ter, so we then discuss the effect of the feedback strength on EEs in the multimode laser.
Herein, we plot the DMR of the five modes as a function of k f in Figure 4a. We find that
the DMR curve of the central mode (M3) is higher than that of other modes, and the DMR
curve of the mode closer to the central mode is higher. The phenomenon can be understood
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as follows: the central mode obtains the maximum gain in the medium, and the further
from the central mode, the smaller gain is obtained, which correspondingly results in a
decreasing output intensity. In Figure 4b, the relative number of EEs (the ratio between
the number of EEs and the number of peaks in the time series) in the modes and the total
time series are calculated. The relative number of EEs in Itotal first increases slowly for
k f < 25 ns−1, then decreases for k f ∈ [25, 32 ns−1], and finally approaches 2.5% with larger
k f . While the relative number of EEs in IM1,M2,M3,M4,M5 tends to be saturated, about 3~4%,
in a large range of kf. By further comparing Figure 4a,b, we know that DMR is lower for
the whole parameter range in IM1,M5, but the relative number of EEs is larger, and the
relative number of EEs in Itotal (the maximum output) is significantly smaller than that of
each mode.
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Next, we investigate the evolution of two types of EEs as classified above. In Figure 4c,
we present the relative number of the two kinds of EEs as a function of k f . It is worth
noting that the relative numbers are close to each other at first, then the proportion of type 1
EEs (marked in red) slowly decreases for k f < 16 ns−1, while the decreasing trend becomes
sharper for k f ∈ [16, 25 ns−1], and finally tends to be about 18% for larger k f . The evolution
of type 2 EEs is completely opposite to that of type 1 EEs. Besides, we also take into account
the effect of k f on the average intensity of the two types of EEs, as shown in Figure 4d.
Obviously, the intensity of both EEs increases with increasing k f , and the trends of both
are similar. Although the intensity of both EEs is very close for small k f , the magnitude of
type 2 EEs (marked in blue) dominates for larger k f . These results reveal that k f plays an
important role in controlling the EE generation rate. Especially, the presence of two kinds
of EEs can be controlled by adjusting k f .

To gain a global view of the effects of feedback parameters on the EE evolution, we
plot the relative number maps in the (k f , τf ) plane, as shown in Figure 5, where colors
represent the relative number of EEs in Itotal and IM1,M2,M3,M4,M5. Note that the white
corresponds to non-chaotic regions and the gray to chaotic regions. In Figure 5a, we find
that the relative number of EEs in Itotal is about 2~3% in almost the whole parameter space,
supporting chaos. However, maps of the central mode IM3 [Figure 5d], IM2 [Figure 5c], and
IM4 [Figure 5e] show a similar trend: the relative number of EEs is 2~3% for k f < 20 ns−1,
while the relative number of EEs can increase to 3~4% for larger k f . Besides, maps of IM1
[Figure 5b] and IM5 [Figure 5f] have wider and darker red regions, representing a larger
relative number (about 4~5%) and stabler saturation. It is worth noting that the relative
number of EEs for each mode is always larger than that of Itotal , which reveals that the
trend observed in Figure 4b holds true within the selected feedback delay range.
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The pump current is also a key parameter for the appearance of EEs; thus, we draw
maps of the relative number of EEs in the (k f , I/Ith) plane. Likewise, the white represents
non-chaotic regions. In Figure 6, we are surprised to discover that the relative number of
EEs is larger in the chaotic parameter regions under smaller pump current, both for the
total output and for the five modes. Compared with Figure 5, although IM2, IM3, and IM4
still tend to be saturated, the critical k f varies greatly for different currents in Figure 6.
It is also easy to understand that the larger current will increase the average intensity
of the time series, thus requiring greater optical feedback strength to interact with the
light in the cavity and reach saturation. In addition, there are some phenomena similar to
those in Figure 5. For example, the evolution trends of the relative number of EEs in the
two-dimensional maps of IM2 [Figure 6c], IM3 [Figure 6d], and IM4 [Figure 6e] are similar,
while IM1 [Figure 6b] and IM5 [Figure 6f] also evolve similarly, and the relative number of
EEs in these modes is always larger than that in Itotal .
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Figure 6. Maps of the relative number of EEs in the (k f , I/Ith) plane. (a) for Itotal , and (b–f) for
IM1, IM2, IM3, IM4, and IM5, respectively. Here the EE is defined by AI = 2, and the feedback delay is
set at 2 ns.

3.2. Another Threshold Definition of EEs

Considering the criterion given by the threshold of AI = 2 is relatively low, we will
discuss EEs in this section using a stricter criterion, i.e., ⟨H⟩+ 5σ. The more detailed typical
time series of Figure 2 and the corresponding PDFs are again given in Figure 7. The relative
numbers of EEs calculated under two standards are listed in Table 1. The red dashed line
in Figure 7 represents the threshold of AI = 2, and the black dashed line is the threshold of
⟨H⟩+ 5σ. It can be clearly seen that the latter threshold is more stringent than the former,
and some EEs determined by the former are excluded by the latter, which also explains
that the relative number of EEs defined by the latter definition is one or even two orders of
magnitude smaller than the former. In Figure 7(a2–f2), the individual modes have a more
pronounced long tail than Itotal , and thus EEs can be detected under the stricter standard.
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Figure 7. Intensity time series of total output (a1) and mode 1-mode 5 (b1–f1), and (a2–f2) are the
corresponding PDFs. The red dashed lines represent the threshold of AI = 2, and the black ones stand
for the threshold of ⟨H⟩+ 5σ. The other parameters are the same as those in Figure 2.

Table 1. Comparison of the relative number of EEs under the two criteria.

Output Threshold AI = 2 Threshold 〈H〉 + 5σ

Itotal 1.90% 0.00%
IM1 3.83% 0.11%
IM2 3.43% 0.07%
IM3 3.27% 0.05%
IM4 3.45% 0.07%
IM5 3.81% 0.17%

We also plot the maps of the relative number of EEs defined by ⟨H⟩+ 5σ in the (k f , τf )
plane (Figure 8) or in the (k f , I/Ith) plane (Figure 9). Likewise, white represents the non-
chaotic state, and gray corresponds to the chaotic state. Then, we calculate the relative
number of EEs and color in the gray areas. In Figure 8a, there are large regions of gray
with only scattered patches of blue, which means that few EEs or even no EEs are detected
in Itotal . Maps of the central mode IM3 [Figure 8d], IM2 [Figure 8c], and IM4 [Figure 8e]
still show trends similar to those in Figure 5, but in much smaller relative numbers. IM1
[Figure 8b] and IM5 [Figure 8f], however, have different behaviors from the cases considered
before in Figure 5. Specifically, they show a tendency to increase before saturation, similar
to the other three modes. We speculate that the previous threshold of AI = 2 classifies some
moderate-intensity pulses as EEs, resulting in an indistinct trend in the evolution of EEs.
After careful comparison among Figures 5, 6, 8 and 9, the EE trends defined by the stricter
threshold of ⟨H⟩+ 5σ are basically similar to those defined by the threshold AI = 2, except
for the one mentioned above.
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4. Conclusions

In summary, we have investigated the evolution of EEs in an FP laser with optical
feedback. Some interesting phenomena can be revealed. Firstly, EEs can be observed in
both the total intensity Itotal and the individual mode intensity IM1,M2,M3,M4,M5, where the
pulse amplitude is higher than the threshold of AI = 2 and the PDF emerges as a long tail.
Particularly, we divide the EEs of Itotal into two types based on whether EEs are generated
in the dominant mode simultaneously. We also discuss the evolution of all EEs and two
types of EEs with increasing feedback strength and find a clear saturation trend. Finally,
we analyze the effects of key parameters, i.e., the feedback strength, feedback delay, and
pump current, on the probability of EEs by plotting two-dimensional maps under two
threshold criteria for EEs. We hope that this work can motivate more research on EEs in
various multimode lasers. In addition, we believe that the study of EEs in F-P laser systems
can optimize system performance in a variety of applications based on chaotic signals
generated from F-P lasers, such as secure communications.
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